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Resilience is used by many…

Magali Reghezza-Zitt, et. al., What Resilience Is Not: Uses and Abuses, Cybergeo: European Journal of Geography [En ligne], Environnement, 

Nature, Paysage, document 621, mis en ligne le 18 Oct. 2012.

A “buzz” word?
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Resilience is…?

Magali Reghezza-Zitt, et. al., What Resilience Is Not: Uses and Abuses, Cybergeo: European Journal of Geography [En ligne], Environnement, 

Nature, Paysage, document 621, mis en ligne le 18 Oct. 2012;  J.C. Chambers, C. R., Allen, S. A., Cushman, Operationalizing Ecological 

Resilience Concepts for Managing Species and Ecosystems at Risk, Frontiers in Ecology and Evolution, 7, 2019.

(ecological) resilience is often interpreted 

as a measure of the potential of a system 

to recover to a desired state, i.e., the 

capacity of an ecosystem to regain 

characteristic processes, structures, 

functions, and feedbacks following 

disturbance or management actions 
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Resilience is…?

G. P. Cimellaro, Urban Resilience for Emergency Response and Recovery, Springer Cham, 2016
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But why focus on resilience…?

In times of COVID and wars, 

where raw materials and energy are not secured,

and where globalization cannot deliver “just-in-time”,

is returning to autonomy, 

and more disseminated and empowered creativity,

the way to more resilient economies, societies (…), 

ultimately fulfilling lives ?
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A look at Europe?

Benczur, P., et al, How resilient are the European regions: Evidence from the societal response to the 2008 financial crisis, EUR 30352 EN, 

Publications Office of the European Union, Luxembourg, 2020

“It becomes evident that Greek and Spanish regions suffered the 

most within the short run. The situation is similar but somewhat less 

dramatic for Latvia and most Irish regions, while on the other hand 

many German and some Polish regions exhibited an excellent 

absorption capacity.” 
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Let’s focus on a case

Benczur, P., et al, How resilient are the European regions: Evidence from the societal response to the 2008 financial crisis, EUR 30352 

EN, Publications Office of the European Union, Luxembourg, 2020, ISBN 978-92-76-21452-6, doi:10.2760/383460, JRC121554. 

That can be Greece,
an island in Greece, 

or any remote location
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Principles to consider

The 4 Rs

Robustness

ability of a system to 

withstand a given level of 

stress maintaining its 

functionality

Resourcefulness

capability to forecast and 

overcome dangerous events 

without over-relying on 

technological devices

Redundancy

alternative resources in the 

recovery process when the 

principal ones are 

insufficient;

Rapidity

capacity to contain losses 

and avoid future disruption. 

Adapted from G. P. Cimellaro, Urban Resilience for Emergency Response and Recovery, Springer Cham, 2016
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First suggestion

Decouple production from one raw material

If you want to make a cement, use local raw materials

Incorporate residues

Develop the process per case

Absorb fluctuation per stream and deliver steady quality

Raw Materials Process Consistent products
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Use more clay, limestone…slags!

https://lc3.ch
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And residues!

Karkazi A. et al, 9th International Waste Management and Landfill Symposium, 6 - 10 Oct. 2003
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Our tool
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SREDat
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Second suggestion

Promote energy production and storage locally

Diversify the blend in each case

Pumped hydro, thermal energy storage (…) part of the portfolio

Rethink what surrounds you: sea and sun!

Energy sources Process Energy use and storage
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A nice example

Thank you Wikipedia! More: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chloralkali_process 

I need brine ;-)
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Third suggestion

Promote mechanical fixtures against permanent ones

Use more interlocking structures

Employ new technologies (water-jet cutting, 3D printing…)

Decide final shape at will

Construct with de-construction in mind
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From building “onion structures” to 

interlocking ones
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Forth suggestion

Upscale the process.

Demonstrate it on-site.

Be open, inclusive, transparent

Open innovation possible?

Prove your case. Build trust.
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Examples
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Examples
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SGafzcMIVVc&t=101s

Micro-industries in a container

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SGafzcMIVVc&t=101s
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Micro-industries in a container

These micro-industries cannot compete with 

industries operating within the “economies of 

scale” envelope. But the latter cannot move fast 

and cannot listen to the needs. The preposition 

here is “just-in-time” and “just-for-you”.
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Last suggestion

Your process might not be the best one

And your contribution is only part of a bigger picture

Industrial symbiosis is one way forward

Be humble. And collaborate with others.

Ideas!
Process Applications



Industrial Symbiosis in Kalundborng, Denmark
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An example
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Resilience and the 4Rs is a way of thinking, designing, 

operating…

Unlike mitigating risk, this is about embracing it, and adapting 

to it. And more…

Looking at a remote location as a case study, using local raw 

materials and residues, variable sources of energy and 

introducing novel product designs seems as resilience thinking.

Going beyond engineering, and applying similar principles to

other scales, would be a collective experience with a profound

social, environmental and economical impact.

To recap
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So maybe…maybe, one day, 

(Greek) islands are not just 

beach, sunset (…you name it) 

but a model for the rest to follow.

Thank you!



www.sremat.eu
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